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The Marriage Legislation of Augustus:
A Study in Reception
Thomas A. J. McGinn

Abstract. -The article examines various legal rules regarding children ln light of.the
· · Augustan law(s) on marriage, the Jex Julia et Papia. It does so by constru!ng "reception"
broadly, so as to embrace a wide range of norms affecting children, not Just those directly
established by the /ex /ulia et Papia and statutes passed pursuant to it, while examining the ·
question of the laws' effectiveness on a narrow front, focusing above all on the effor..s of
emperors and jurists. The point of departure Is worl< of fundamental importance on this •·
subject by Dieter Norr. What emerges is that the already favorable treatment of children . ,
·. under the law was considerably reinforced following passage of this legislation. Whatever
one chooses to argue for their position In social fife, it is clear that children were not marginal to the concerns of the Roman political and legal authorities.
!.'::.': I begin with the favorable treatment of the Augustan legislation itself by emperors
and Jurists: From there i examine the state-sponsored alimentary programs, wh!di had· 7 ···
p'rivately-sponsored predecessors. Other initiatives Inspired at !east In part by the Augustan leglslatlon that favor children are the SCCTertullianum ari.d Orfitlanum. I then introduce the Edidum Carbonlanum and a series of other 'measures that, while not pursuant to the /ex /ulia et Papia, reflect a similar policy favoring children. After a brief look at
changes in the rules concerning the guardianship of minors (tute/a] a final section de. scribes the transformation of patria patestas especially ln the high and late classical periods of Roman law.
Keywords: a/imenta, childreri. 1 lex /ulia et Papia, marrtage, patria potestas.

Sommario. 1. - !ntroduct!on. 2. - Emperors, Jurists, and Lex lulia et Papia.
3. - Alimenta. 4. - Senatusconsultum Tertullianum. 5. - Senatusconsu!tum
Orfitianum.
6. - The Edictum Carbonianum and Similar Measures.
7. Tutela. 8. - A New Model for Patria Potestas.

Thomas A. J. McGinn
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1. lntroduction • -The reign of Augustus witnessed the passage of a marriage raw, the lex lu/ia de maritandis ordinibus of 18 BC, followed at some remove by another statute, the lex Papia Poppaea of AD 9, which supplemented
2
and partly recast the first • Scholars have for many years debated the impact of
these laws on Roman society, specifically the question of whether they were effective, with many, if not most, adopting a pessimistic view. To a certain extent
the answers given to this question depend on exactly how it is framed. For ex~
ample, an author will make certain assumptions, either explicitly or implicitly,
about what "effectfve" means, assumptions that can exert a strong influence on
the conclusions that follow.
Given the enormous challenges presented by the state of our evidence, such
a situation is hardly surprising, and a strong argument can be made for an agnostic position. This is what one finds, broadly speaking, with Dieter Norr, who in a
series of studies has produced what is to my mind one of the most useful and
compelling approaches to this subject3 • At the same time, a close reading of the
1

B

1 would like to thank the editor of this journal, Salvo Randazzo, and the two referees, for their generous and. helpful suggestions. A bibliography can be found on my persona~ web page at Vanderbilt University, accessible at www.vanderbilt.edu/c!assics.
The scho.larly literature on the Augustan marriage laws ls vast and ran be cited only very selectively in what' follows. See for the older literature T. A. J. McGJNN, Prostitution, Sexuality, and the Law In Ancient Rome, New York-Oxford University Press, 1998;
for a more recent discussion T. A. J. MCGINN, Something Old, Something New..• : Augustan
Leg/siatlon and the Challenge of Social Control, in AHB 22, 2008, 15-18. For the relatlonshlp between the two laws the study by PALIL15Rs, published in 1882 under the title Ober
dos Verhaltnis der Lex lulla de maritandis ordfnibus zur Lex Papia Poppaea, remains fundamental. This is conveniently accessible fn T. SPAGNUOLO VJGORITA ed., Paul Jors: luliae
Rogation es - Due studi sulfa legis/azione matrlmonia{e augustea, · Napoli-Jovene 1985.
Ancient and modem commentators tend as a point of convenience to treat the two laws
as one, referring to them through a composite title, such as lex Julio et Pap/a: see
MCGINN, Prostitution cit. 70-71. This is the practice adopted in what follows, except
when a particular reason dictates reference to one statute or the other
5
See D. Nam~, Rechtskritik ln der romischen Antike, Munich-Verla~ der bayerischen
Akademle der Wissenschaften 1974 (= Abh. bay. Ak. Wiss., ph/1.-hist. Kl. n.F. 77), esp. 7678; D. NORR, Planung in der Antike: Uber die Ehegesetze des Augustus, in Dieter Norr:
Hlstoriae luris Antiqui 2 [eds. T.J. CHIU.SJ et al.), Gotdbach-Keip Verlag, 2003, 1093-1118 (=
Freiheit und Sachzwang: Beitriige :zu Ehren Helmut Schelskys; Opladen-Westdeutscher
Verlag [ed. H. BAIER], 1977, 309-334}; D. Norm, The Motrfmanlal Legislation of Augustus:
An Early Instance of Social Engineering, in Dieter Norr: Historiae luris Antiqul 2 (eds. T. J.
CH1.us1 et al.}, Goldbach-Keip Verlag, 2003, 1359-1384 (= 11 n.s. 15, 1981, 350-354). Norr's
position on the question of whether the legislation was effective can be described In
broad terms as agnostic, but this must be qualified: below.

sources in light of N6rr's work suggests that greater progress on this score is possible. I propose in this article to examine the evidence for the reception of the
Augustan legislation on the part principally of the political and legal authorities,
and to a lesser extent of society at large, in the area of legal measures affecting
children. The idea is to achieve an improved understanding of its effectiveness,
at least in terms of its influence on key segments of elite opinion, insofar as this
can be measured from various enactments of policy and of law. By key segments
·, mean persons who were well placed to have an impact on the lives of at least
some members even of the lower orders, namely, emperors and jurists.,
our focus shall be on Roman children, who were in general treated well under the law. This favorable situation of theirs only improved with the passage of
tfme. My artide documents this phenomenon and attempts to explain it. Briefly
put, 1 argue that, while the law always favored children, in the wake of the Augustan laws on marriage, the lex Julia et Papia, this principle was considerably
reinforced in many areas affecting chlldren, not just those directly addressed by
these statutes. The obvious challenge to this thesis is that it is frankly impossible
to be certain that a number of the changes l describe would not have occurred
anyway, without the Augustan legislation. Nevertheless, the overall trend is so
striking that the explanation I propose retains, I think, a high degree of plausibility. Whatever one chooses to argue for their position in social life, it is clear that
children were not mar\inal to the concerns of the Roman legal authorities.
One thing to emphasize at the start is that it is not all that obvious that the
law should have favored children. While recent research has demonstrated that
Roman society was no paradise for seniors\ this was hardly, by modern standards, a youth culture. The ultimate explanation for the trend favoring children
must, I believe, be sought in demography and the moral reception of this reality
by the Roman elite. High mortality rates for both adults and especially for very
young children meant first that the survival of the latter could not be taken for
granted, and second that those who did survive were likely to be rendered half
(meaning in most cases fatherless) or even full orphans at a relatively young
age5 •

q See above all K. CoKAYNE, Experiencing Old Age In Ancient Rome, LondonRoutledge, 2003; T. G. PARKIN, Old Age in the Roman World: A Cultural and Social History.
Baltimore, MD-Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003.
5
For a recent discusslon, see W. SCHEIDEL, Demography, in The Cambridge Economic
History of the Greco-Roman Worfd (eds. w. SCHEIDEL, I. MORRIS, and R.SALLER), CambridgeCambridge University Press, 2007, esp. 38-42. The fundamental work is R. P. SALLER, Patriarchy, Property and Death in the Roman Family, Cambridge-Cambridge University
Press 1994, esp. 12-69.
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This articl~ deals with the central period of Roman law, ranging from ca.100
BC to ca. AD 25G. It considers only Roman citizens, so not slave children, for exam~le .• For sheer reasons of space the treatment is extremely summary and selective in nature. The focus is on relatively young children. This means that for
the most part our concern is with prepubescent children {impuberes), who were
minors. at Jaw until they· reached the legally defined age· of· puberty/majority,
meaning twelve for females and ca. fourteen for males 6 •
2. Emperors, Jurists, and the Lex lulia et Papia - The Augustan statutes encouraged marriage and the raising of children for moral and demographic ends
throu~h the institution of a regime of rewards and penalties, the most important
of which were testamentary in nature. They created two new privileged statuses
-. married persons and an even loftier category of married with children ~ while
defining for each of these a corresponding underprivileged ·status, namely,
ca,elibes and orbi. Another feature was to create a double series of marriage
prohibitions in the context of which the ordo senatorius came to be defined for
the firsttime at law7 ,

10

.·.··Before considering the response to these statutes that developed over the
years on the part of the political and legal authorities we do well to ponder
however briefly, their reception more generally in Rornan socjety, at least on th~
level of the Upper classes, a matter greatly clarified by the work of Norr. His
most Important argument in this regard is that the legislation did not provoke a
reaction that criticized its purpose and aims in a fundamenta[ way. This [s somewhat surprising because, as Norr hfmse!f points out, these laws did inspire a response that was remarkable in its intensity, resounding more loudly perhaps
than any other legislation in the history of the Romans. This fact in itself seems
largeiy to explain the pessimistic conclusion of many scholars that it was unsuccessful. ·How could such an unpopular measure enjoy anything but failure? Ni:irr
rightly emphasizes that the criticism, fierce as it is, is overwhelmingly if not exclusively devoted to other matters, above all, the impact of the Jaws' penalties,
and not least the activities of the delatores they unleashed on the upper reaches
of Roman society. The ancients register complaints about the quality of the
6

On this differential {and, for males, somewhat complicated) age of puberty/majority at law, see for example B. W. FRIER and T. A. J. MCGINN, A Casebook on Roman
Family Law, New York-Oxford University Press, 2004, 23-4. Minors should not be confused with young adults, meaning tho.se past puberty/majority but younger (minores)
than twenty-five, who enjoyed certain legal protections of their own, but are not our
concern here: see FRIER and MCGINN, Casebook cit. 438-44.
7
MCGINN, Prostftution cit. 70-71.
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drafting of the legislation, including its gaps and omissions, its inconsistency and
Illogic, just as some directed sarcasm at its sponsors, meaning Augustus himself
and the consuls of AD 9, whb Were not ih full (or iii the latter case, as both were
unmarried and childless, even partial} compliance with its norms, while still others attempted to evade these 6• Far from representing an attack on the laws'
fundamental aims, at least some of this criticism might be read as aligning with
these, or at least suggesting their effectiveness within certain limits.
The nature of the reception is also surprising because the laws were in conflict with values that were dear at least to some Romans. Not everyone wished
to marry and have chlldren, some evidently thought that their primary relationship in life, whether marital or not, should be dictated by personal choice and
not by the law, and there was riot only a longstanding tradition of loyaity to 'a
decedent spouse that militated against remarriage, especially for widows, in the
face of the widespread practice of remarriage, but even some admiration for
those who declined to divorce a spouse on the ground of childlessness. Despite
some very partial, limited precedents, the laws were in their subject matter in
certain key aspects and especially in their scope strictly unprecedented, and so
trespassed on the principle that law should not intrude in such a sphere to such
a·degree9 • Jt is In these areas, where the values represented by the laws were
·: c~nflicrwith other values held by at least some Romans, that we find perhaps
the bitterest criticism,\om'e of which appears to come close to a critique of the
legislation's fundamental purpose(s}1°. The reason why it does not go any further in this direction can be found in Norr's entirely plausible explanation that
Augustus successfully appropri~ted the traditional moral standards most widely
shared among Romans.

in

8

See No1m, Rechtskritik cit. 76-78, 95; NORR, Planung cit.1098-1105; NORR, The Matrimonfo/ Legislation cit. 1372-1377. I should emphasize the point, obvious as it is to
many readers, that the sources on which we must rely are invariably the products of
(male) members of the ellte, although the evidence examined by Norr represents a
broader sector of upper-class opinion than that which forms the main focus of this article.
9
Norr is certainly conscious of the public policy precedents for the.Augustan marriage legislation as well as - and thls is equally 1mportant.c their limftations in.terms of
subject matter and scope: see NORR, Rechtskritik cit. 76; NiiRR, P/anung cit, 1094, 1102;
N6RR, The Matrimonfal Legislation cit. 1369. See further McG1rm, Prostitution cit. 78-79.
Despite their llniltatlons, these precedents support Norr's ·argument that the substance
of Augustus' Initiatives was grounded in deeply-rooted values to which the vast majority
of contemporarles subscribed.
10
See above all Tacitus Ann. 3.25-28, a text that merits more discussion than can be
offered here. Suffice it to say that l do not believe it refutes Norr's thesis.

11
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A great exception to this trend might be thought to be the work of the Augustan poet Ovid, above all, in the Amores and the Ars Amatoria11• Scholars have
debated, and will presumably continue to debate, the precise nature of his reception of the Augustan legislation, which focuses most of all, though not exclusively, on the lex /U/ia de adulteriis rather than on the marriage laws. For example, does his poetry contain a defiberately anti-Augustan political message127
There is great difficulty, one must acknowledge, in the fact that; the greater the
artist, the more resistant to such analysis his work is going to be. The challenges
do not end there. A Foucauld!an might quite correctly insist that reform has the
potential to undermine rather than strengthen the values it seeks to assert. In
this regard one might usefully compare the engagement of the tradition of Rabelaisian literature with the sixteenth-century Reform movement(s) precisely with
the poet's response to the adultery law13• The matter cannot be pursued here
but suffice it to say that even if we were to admit Ovid as an exception, thi~
would do no great injury to N6rr's point.

12

One final aspect of Norr's discussion that merits attention is his assessment
of the effectiveness of this [egislation, because it is somewhat at odds with his
argument that Augustus was asserting a set of traditlonal, core values. In a
broad sense, Norr, as stated above, is agnostic about the laws' impact, asserting
that we simply lack the data to re.ach firm conclusions. From this perspective he
develops a highly plausible argument that the statutes established a mechanism
for enforcement that, insofar as it was balanced between the goals of revenue
and reproduction, was in a sense fail-safe: the state could not lose in that one
aim succeeded in proportion to the failure of the other. With regard to the demographic purpose itself, which Norr regards as primary, he is inclined to pessi~
mism, though prepared to admit the possibflity of some success with members
of the Italian and provincial elites 14 •
·
It is my purpose to examine the question of the laws' effectiveness on a narrow front, by focusing on certain important aspects of !ts reception by later pol it11

The literature is erormous, but see, for example, R. K. GmsoN, Ovid: Ars Amatoria
Book 3, Cambridge-Cambridge University Press 2003, 25-37; P. J. DAVIS, Ovid and Augustus: A Political Reading af Ovid's Erotic Poems, London-Duckworth 2006, 78-82, 119,
125-7; T. 3SPAGNUOLO VIGORITA, Casto Dom us. Un seminario su//o /egis!azfone matrimonia!e
ougustea , Naples-Jovene Editore 2010, 38-41.
12

5ee Just the contr;isting views of SPAGNUOLO VIGOnlTA, Casto Damus c!t. 41; DAVIS,

Ovid and Augustus cit.
13

See MCGINN, Something Old cit. 23.
NtiRR, Rechtskritik cit. 32, 76-8, 146; NORR, Planung cit.1097-1102; NORR, The Matrimonial Legislation cit.1371-1377
14
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ical and legal authorities. The treatment of the Augustan marriage legislation itself by subsequent emperors has been fairly well studied, so that it is possible to
say here simply that its goals received broad support overtime, though of course
35
some emperors were more supportive than others • As for the jurists, we have
an unusual, and highly important, programmatic statement from the secondcentury jurist Terentlus Clemens: " ...the statute was enacted for the common
good, namely, to promote the procreation of children, [and so] is to be furthered
15
through interpretation" •
The logic is; I believe, obvious, and its implications are easfly discerned in juristic discussions of the legislation Itself, which take a consistently favorable
stance In support of its goals, without being quite as forthright as Clemens is
about this. What matters for us. is whether the position adopted by emperors
and jurists with regard to the Augustan statutes translated into favorable treatment of children in other areas of social policy and the law. This is relatively easy
to demonstrate regarding various measures that were, I argue, taken pursuant
to the lex Julia et Papia, meaning that they favored children in a comparable
manner. We examine the a!Imentary programs and the SCC Tertullianum and
Orjitianum. To be clear, I argue that even in examining the question of the laws'
effectiveness on a fairly narrow front, meaning those key sectors of elite male
opinion just described, the true measure of their influence in this area can oniy
be taken from a relatively broad perspective, meaning that I adopt an expansive
meaning of "reception" in what follows.

3. Alimenta -These are p1,1blic foundations established by the imperial government and by private individuals to provide material support to children in the
17
form of what some scholars have described as family allowances • The first at15

See MCGINN, Prostitution cit. ch. 4; MCGINN, Something Old cit.
Ter. Clem. {5 ad /egem tuliam et Papiam) D. 35.1.64.1: ".. .legem enlm utilem rei
publicae, subolis scilicet procreandae causa latam, adiuvandam lnterpretatione." R.
Asrotfl, La Lex Julia et Papia4, P;idua-CEDAM, 1996, 165 argues that the words in question derive from Julian. On Juli;in, see W. KUNKEL, Herkunft und soziafe Ste/lung der
2
riimischen Juristen (= Forschungen zum romischen Recht 4j, Cologne-B5hiau Verlag
1967, 157-66; on Clemens, 177-81. The citation by NORR, Pfanung cit. 1105 of
lustinianus C. 6.51.1.1 (534) as a counterpoint is not convinclng.
17
To make a few preliminary points about the alimentary progrnms, the ancient evidence ls relatively abundant, the modem literature is almost endless, and the lack of
agreement amo.ng scholars on virtu;;,lly every point of importance is impressive to say the
least. I can only offer a summary treatment here. _For a discussion of some of the m;iin
trends In the scholarship, see J. CARLSEN, Gli allinenta imperia/i e privati in Italia: ldeologio
ed economia, in Demografia, sistemf agrari, regimi alimentari nel mondo romano {ed. D.
16
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tested example is from the Julio-Claudian period, a privately sponsored foundation designed to support the children of Atlna. T. Helvius Basila left a foundation
there in the form of a legacy that supplied children with grain until (evidently)
they reached puberty and then with a cash payout of HS 1,000 each 18. Though of
VERA), !lari-Edipugiia 1999, 273-88. On the question of whether Nerva or Trajan initiated
the state-sponsored programs, see, for example, W. Ec.1<, L'!talia nefl'Jmpera Romano:
S~ato e ~mministrazione in epoco fmperia/e, Bari-Edipuglia 1999 (= [translated and reVl5ed] Die staat!iche Organisation ltafiens in der hohen Kaiserzeit, Munich-CH. Beck
1979), 151; R. DUNCAN-JONES, The Economy of the Roman Empire: Quantitative Studies'
C~mbridge-Cambrldge University Pres.s 1982, 292; A. N. 5HERWJN-WHJTE, The Letters
0
Phnl:f rev. ed., Oxford-Oxford University Press, 1985, 422; M. GRIFFIN, Nerva ta Hadrian, in
CAH XI (eds. A.I<. BOWMAN et al.), Cambridge-Cambridge University Press 2000, 93, 115ll6; M.-M. PAGE, La po!itique sodo-agraire de f'empereur Nervo {96-98), In MEFRA 121.1,
2009, 209-240; I. CAo, Allmenta: II racconto de/le Jonti, Padua-II Pofigrafo, 2010, 25-40.
On ~hether t?e motive for thelr introduction was exclusively demographic or (also) .supportive of Italian agriculture (as well as on the balance of pragmatic and Jdeological factor~)'. see, for ex~mpie, P. VEYNE, Le pain et le cirque: Soc/o/ogie hTstorique d'un plura!isme
po/1t1que, ~arls-Editions du Seuil 1976, 647-60; EcK, L'fta/ia cit. 151-2; DUNCAN-JONES, The
Economy cit. 294-300; J. R. PATTERSON, Crisis, What Crisis?: Rural Change and Urban Oe~~lo~me~t in tr:7peria/ Appennine Italy, in PBSR 55, 1987, 124-33; c. Bossu, L'objectif de
I mst1tution ~ltm_entaire: Essai d'eva/uation, in Latomus 48.2, 1989, 372-82; L. WiERscHOWSKI, Kmserliche Wirtschaftspolitik und das Afimentarprogramm Jilr /talien, Laverna
10, 1999, 38-59; E. Lo CASc10, II princeps e ii suo fmpero: Stud[ di storia amministratlva e
finanziaria romana, Bari-Edipuglia 2000, 226-30, 235, 238, 264, 271-6; c. GONZALEZ
R;°MAN, Tr~~ano, Optlmus Princeps: A prop6sito de las alimenta, In Trajana, Optima Principe, de Italica a la carte de las Cesares: Gelo de confefendas, Sevilla, 14 al 16 de octubre
de 2003 (ed. 1. GONZALEZ FERNANDEZ), Sev!lle-Fundacf6n El Monte 2004, 188-202; J. A. TAMAY? ERRAZ';l.UIN, Alimenta: Una instftud6n a cobof/o entre fa munificencia y /a propaganda, m RIDA- 57, 2010, 452-8. On the precise status of the recipients, above all whether
they were supposed to. be truly "poor" or rank somewhat higher, see, for example,
D_UNCAN-JONES, The Economydt. 300-3; G. WOOLF, Food, Poverty and Patronage: The Signif[::ance of the Epfgraphy of the Roman Alimentary Schemes in Early Imperial Italy, in
PB::,R 58, 1990, 204-11; L WIERSCHOWSKI, Die Allmentarinstltution Nervas und Traians: fin
Pragramm fur die Armen?, ln fmperium Romanum: Studien zu Geschichte und Rezeption
(eds. P. KNEISSL and v. LOSEMANN), Stuttgart-Franz Steiner Verlag 1998 756-83· Lo CASCIO II
princeps cit. 268-71; W. M. JoNGMAN, Beneficial Symbols: Alimenta ~~d the f;fantifizati~n
of the Raman Citizen, in After the Past: Essays in Anclent History in Honour of H. W.
Pleket (eds. W.JONGMAN and M. l<LEIJWEGT), (= Mnemosyne Supplements 133), Leiden-Brill
2002.1362-9; CAO, Alimenta cit. 267-89. These are by no means the only points at issue.
!LS 977 = CIL 10.5056 {mid-first century: below): S. MITCHELL, Galatia under Tiberius, in Chiron 16, 1986, 20-7; A. MAGIDNCALDA, Documentazione epigrafica e Jondazioni'
testamentarie: Appuntl su una see/ta di testi, Turin-Giapplchelli Editore 1994, 1-7; Cao,
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course we cannot simply assume, given the quality of our evidence, that "first
attested" means that Basila was actually the first such sponsor, there are some
considerations that make him a likely "early adaptor" if he was not in fact the
first
19

First there is B.asila's town of origin • Atina was originally. Volscian, taken
over first by the Samnites in the fourth century BC, and then by the Romans in
the wake of the Third Samnite War. !t became a praefeetura, which it remained
at least down to Cicero's day, and later a municipium. Located in the southern
extremes of Latium (though it is sometimes placed in Campania by ancient authors), it was in a position to exploit iron ore deposits in the nearby Meta mountains; the town itself contained iron foundries. The important point is that Atina
lies in the heart of Italy, an area thought to be especially sympathetic to the political program of Augustus in general, and, l would argue, to the moral and de20
mographic aims of the marriage legislation in particular •
The point receives support from what we know about the career of Basila
himself. He was aedile, praetor, proconsular governor of an unknown province,
21
and imperial legate of Galatia and Pamphylia • To ali appearances he stands
forth as an exponent of an Italian municipal elite that was prosperous, loyai, and
on the rise. Thanks to a new dating of the last position named, according to
which his tenure began in AD 12 and extended into the reign of Tiberius, we now
22
know that all of thesJ offices were held under Augustus ; What is more, he

Allmenta cit. 191-99; 5. MrrCMELL and D. FRENCH, The Greek and Latin lnscrfptions of Ankara (Ancyra) I, Munich-Verlag C.H. Beck 2012 (= Vestigia 26), 138-150. There is at least
one other pre-Nervan example that served as a possible model for the emperors:
DUNCAN-JONES, The Economy cit. 296-7. Such foundations were "public" as much as the
Imperial ones, especially when contrasted with the bequests of affmenta leHto private
individuals, a longstanding practice that may have served as a more distant inspiration
for the imperial programs. On legal aspects, see D;JbHNSTON, Munificence and Municipia:
Bequests to Towns in Clos5ical Roman Law, in JRS75, 1985, 105-25.
13
For the Information that follows, see C. HOLSEN, s.v. Atina 2, in RE 4 2 , 1913, 2104-5;
E.T. SALMON, Samnium and the Samnites, Cambridge-Cambridge University Press 1967,
22,45,49, 70,278,310,392.
20
it hardly needs emphasis that this argument ultimately depends on R. 5YME, The
Roman Revolution, Oxford-Oxford University Press 1939.
21
/LS 977; PIR2 H 67; .MITCHElL and FRENCH, The Greek and Latin-Inscriptions cit. 138150.
22
MrrrnELt and FRENCH, The Greek and Latin Inscriptions cit.144-150, relying on work
by Altay Co~kun. The reigning theory previous to this persuasive new hypothesis had
Basila as governor of Galatia much later, at the end of the reign of Tiberius and perhaps
extending Into that of Caligula: MITCHELL, Galatia under Tiberius cit.
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seems to_ have been a dedicated and energetic governor. Most striking for our
~urpos: 15 t_he de~ree to which he seems to have taken an interest in the practice of Lhe Imperial cult, especially at Ancyra 23 • In fact, Basila seems to have
played a key role in the installation of an Important series of inscriptions on the
walls ~f the :emple of Augustus and Rome in that city, including a list of priests
of the 1mpenal cult and their activities, as well as Greek and Latin versions of the
Res Gestae 24•
It v.:ould be helpful if We knew more about Basila, but perhaps enoug.h has
been said to suggest that he ls a very likely candidate for an early exponent of a
program that, given the evidence to follow, seems welf-attuned to the moral and
demographic aims of the Augustan marriage legislation and the political message
attenda~t upon thisZ5. In fact, as we shall see, the privately and publicly sponsore_d alimentary programs took this political project to a level of society where
the impact of the laws themselves seems to have been relatively slight, and so
represent a true extension of the first Emperor's purpose.
Nerva likely, and Trajan certainly, instituted state-sponsored programs that
con~inued under their successors at feast until the early third centur,1. Some fifty-five or so of these, at minimum, are attested for ltaly26• The public policy mo23

16

The provinclal governor might function as regulator and even as initiator of the
imperial cult, from the reign of Augustus onward, though some appear to have been
more engaged fn this than others. For the evidence from Asia Minor and nearby, see 5.
R. F. Price, Rituals and Power: The. Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minar, CambrldgeCambridge University Press 1984, 54, 69-71, 77, 161, 171. For what it Is worth there is
evid.ence of the imperial cult atAtina: S. L DvsoN, Community and Society in Ro~an Italy,
Baltimore,
MD-Johns Hopkins University Press 1992 208
24
MITCHELL and FRENCH, The Greek and Latin lnscriptians cit. 150. Cf. A. E. COOLEY, Res
Gestae Divi Augusti: Text,. Translation, Commentary, Cambridge-Cambridge University
Press 2009, 21-22, who sets out the following possible scenarios behind the instaflation
of the Res Gestae, namely, that the governor was the prime mover this, that the initiative came from the provincial council, and/or that the town councils in some or all of the
three places we know to have dispiayed copies took a leading part. She recognizes that
any one scenario does not exclude a high level of participation by the other parties.Just
nam~ and that it is likely the provinclal governor played a significant role.
Un:ertalnty remains over the date of the bequest upon which the alimentary program at Atina depends. The inscription attesting this {!LS 977) we owe to Basila's daughter Hel~la Procula, the wife of C. Dillius Vocuia, killed in AD 69 as a legionary commander:
see PfR H 82, With references. MITCHELL and FRENCH, The Greek and Latin fnscriptions cit.
14~ date Basifa's memorial on this basis to the forties at the earliest, and more likely the
fifties.
I

•

in

26

See WooLF, Food cit. 199, on the lists comprJed by Duncan-Jones and Eck· Lo
CAsao, JI princeps cit. 282; JoNGMAN, Beneficial Symbols cit. 55-9. CAO, Alimenta cit.1~4-7
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tives animating Trajan, the principal implementer if not the originator of the
state-sponsored programs, are clear to read from the evidence, which includes
.
h .IS coins, two important inscriptions recording the establishment of alimenta at
the Jtalian towns of Veleia and Ligures Baebiani, Pliny's Panegyricus, and imperially-sponsored sculptural representations, above all on his famous Arch at
Beneventum 27 • For the sake of economy, this discussion focuses on the latter
two 1 the speech and the Arch.
The evidence of Pliny in the Panegyricus, the oration of thanksgiving he offered as consul in AD 100, shows that Trajan made an important congiarium, or
distribution of money, in the capital the previous year that included children as
beneficiaries, and instituted an alimentary program, also at Rome, that embraced just under 5,000 children 28 • Pliny's language is important for our understanding of how the Emperor's purpose was received by contemporaries: "whrle
enormous rewards and comparable penalties motivate the wealthy to raise chil29
dr.en, there is only one way to encourage those less well-off- a good Emperor" •
This is an obvious reference to the Augustan legislation and its limitations, con-

.'.-:.·_· ···has· an updated version.,. On state- and privately-sponsored programs outside of Italy,

see c. P. JONES, Eastern Alimenta and an Inscription of Atta/ela, in JHS 109, 1989, 89-91;
WOOL(', Food cit. 225-7.
27 For the coins, etc., see WOOLF, Food cit. 222-3; Lo CAsc10, // prfnceps cit. 265-7; P.
PAVDNTORREJON, La propaganda polrt(ca de Trajano a troves de sus emlsiones monetarias,
in Trajano, 6ptimo Principe, de /t61ico a fa carte de las Cesares: Cicio de canferencias, Sevilla, 14 a{ 16 de octubre de 2003, (ed. J. GoNzALEZ FERNAND.EZ}, Seville-Fundaci6n El Monte
2004, 106-20. The inscriptions were found at Veleia {/LS 6675}, near Placentia, and at
Ligures Baebiani (!LS 6509}, near Beneventum.
····> 20 Pliny Pan. 25-8. See DUNCAN-JONES, The Economy cit. 290 on the alimentary program; H. l.AMOTTE, L'ceuvre de Trajan en faveur des enfants de la plebe romaine: Un essai
de palitique natallste?, In MEFRA 119.1, 2007, 189 on the congiarium. l view these, as
well as the imperialfrumentationes, as separate but related imperial initiatives, though
there is a diversity of opinion among scholars o.n the nature of the relationship: see, for
example, A. ABRAMENI<o, Zur Organisation der Afimentarstiftung in Ram, Laverna 1, 1990,
125-31; Lo CAsclo, JI princeps cit. 22.7; JONGMAN, Beneficial Symbols cit. 49-52.
29
Pliny Pan. 26.5: "Locupletes ad tollendos llberos ingentla praemia et pares poenae
cohortantur, pauperlbus educandi una ratio est bonus princeps." Whatever view one
takes of the precise status of the recipients, it is clear that Pliny refers to members of the
sub-elite: see also the contrast he driJWS between proceres and plebs neg/ecta in what
follows (6). From my perspective the partisans of the view that the recipients in alimentary programs did not rank among the utterly indigent have the better argument (see
above in the notes for referencesi, but the matter cannot be pursued here.
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30

The legislation differed not only In terms of [ts effectiveness regarding the lower
orders bu; also in the means it used, poenae as well as praemia, whereas the alimentary
sche:n~s oeployed onfy the latter, a fact Implicitly emphasized in the rhetoric of imperial
Inscriptions: see NORR, Planung cit. 1097-1100; Nonn, The Matrimonial Legislation cit.
1371-1373; WOOLF, Food dt. 222-5. The target group was therefore comprised of persons
with !~sufficient prop~rty to be motivated by the prov!slons of the Augustan laws.

•
~- lYASSE, Le Prmcfpa_t et son fandateur: L'utilisatian de la reference aAuguste de
Ti~ere a Trajan,. Br~ssels-Editions Latomus 2008 {= Collection Latomus 311), 338-40 ··
points out that Plmy m this speech mentions Augustus explici'tly only twice and In a rela-

35

DUNCAN-JONES, The Economy cit. 2.93.
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minor but telltng detail - Augustus had included young children in at least one

36

W1rnscHOWSK1,

Die

Augustus and his more immediate successors did provide direct material support

for demographic purposes, and not exdLisively to members of the elite: see MCGINN,
Prostitution cit. 111; MCGINN, Something Old cit 13.

.

37

Later imperial foundations guarantee their ideological importance, at minimum,
but it ls persuasive to read them also as testimony of more concrete su~cess: s:e
DUNCAN-JONES, The Economy clt. 319; Lo CASCIO, II princeps cit. 230, 253; CAO, Ahmenta Cit.
295-6 (but see 304-5).
38
Pliny Ep. 1.8; 7.18; /LS 2927. See DUNCAN-JONES, The Economy cit. 292.
39
Pliny Ep. 10.8.1.
40
With regard to the age-range for eligibility for the privately sponsored programs,
which It was up to the benefactor to determine, modern scholars tend to assume that in
most cases this began at birth, apart from one instance where it is given as three years.
Greater variation emerges for the upper age-limits, though in principle the onset of pu-

.
For what fol!ows, which can only be a cursory treatment, see the fine discussion
m S. CURRIE, The Empire of Adults: The Representation of Chfldren on Trajan's Arch at
Een~ventum, in Art and Text in Roman Culture {ed. J. El5NER), Cambridge-Cambridge University Press 1996, 153-81, 308-12. Most historians view the Arch, at least In part as
r~presentl~g Trajan's alimentary measures, but for some - utterly unpersuasive - ske~tic1sm on this score, see J. D. Uzzl, Children in tile Visual Arts of Imperial Rome, Ca mbrldgeCambrldge University Press 2005 41-45
34

-----

cangfarfum {S~et. Aug. 41.2) as did Trajan {Pih Pan. 26.5-7):
Alimentarinstitution cit. 773; lAMOTfE, L'reuvre de Trajan cit. 197-8.

tively trivial manner. The indirect references are of course far more Jmpo~ant: see also
Pan. 37-40 on Trajan's Improvements to another Augustan law that introduced a tax on
inheritances.
52

-

views them as deriving from war and military conquest. But the use of representations ·of children to suggest a moral and· demographic renewal that looks
backward and forward at the same time ls very similar. Trajan clearly wishes to
invoke the policy of his distingulshed predecessor while emphasizing his own distinct contribution to the realization of the same ends.
The main idea behind the state-sponsored alimentary measures was, as part
of a more general appeal to the-example and authority of the first Emperor, to
pursue the demographic and moral goals of the lex Tulia et Papia in a more effective manner, by offering explicitly material support "!;hat extended to some lower
levels of society35 • The Augustan legislation itself was dearly designed to embrace at least some elements of the lower orders, but it does seem that its most
effective incentives, both positive and negative, such as those governing testamentary dispositions, were aimed at, or had sense almost exclusively for, members of the elite"1\
Not only alimentary programs sponsored by the state but some established
by private Individuals are attested in the years that folloW 37• Pliny himself famously established one for his hometown of Comum 38 • lf Nerva was in fact the
originator of the state-sponsored programs, then Pliny and other benefactors
were evidently influenced by that Emperor's exhortation to follow his example
ad munificentiam 39• T~jan and his successors no doubt provided their own impetus to private givln~, at minimum through setting an example. So we have
numerous attestations of second-century foundations in Italy and elsewhere in
the Roman world. There are some differences in the qualifications laid down for
the recipients and the design of the programs in other respects40 , but nothing to

We can gain a more precise idea of what Trajan was attempting through a
consideration of the sculptural program of the Arch at Beneventum 33• Like Pliny's
spe~ch, 3;he Arch e:ripha~izes Trajan's role as father of his country (Pater
Patriae} · A connection with Augustus is made more explicit through the depiction of children, which is reminiscent of Augustan iconography as represented
a_bove_ al~ on the Altar .of Peace, and through reference to several imperial initiative~ de.signed as elements of a program encouraging growth and prosperity, including, of course, the afimenta. One can argue for a difference in that the Augustan monument sees these benefits as flowing from peace while the TraJanic

~

-
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trasted with the more praiseworthy policies of the reigning Emperor30• Pliny
goes on to amplify the point, asserting that the fate of the Empire and the res
publica are at stake. !fthe Emperor neglects the lower orders, the plebs, his concern for the upper classes, the proceres, is revealed as futile31• While the context
is strictfy that of the congiarium and alimentary program at Rome which is
32
Pliny's focus throughout this speech , the ideological Justification surely extends
to all imperial alimentary programs. The logic, evidently shared by the Emperor
and others as well, is clear. Providing material assistance to children on this social
level, which does not necessarily embrace the utterly indigent, was thought
+
co encourage prospective parents to raise them.

.-:---

~---

•

By now this was a fairly standard imperial title, but that a strong connection with
Augustus stll! existed is suggested by HA Hadr. 6.4.

~I
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detract from an overall unity of moral and demographic purpose such as described above41•
In sum, we have a series of programs both public and private in origin that
directly provided material support to children (and, arguably, their families}
across a broad s&tor of the populatfon, especially if not exclusively on its lower
levels. It seems that the state took !ts cue from earlier legislation regarding the
policy pursued and from the practice of private individuals as far as the method
was concerned. We might reasonably suppose that the latter had been inspired
in turn by that same legislation on the level of ideology. By the second century at
the latest _a broad s~clal consensus emerges in favor of providing material suppo.rt ~o children that resonates, as we shall see, in various areas of Roman privare 1aw.
4. Senatusconsultum Tertullianum. - This statute, passed under Hadrian, imprnved, under certain conditions, a mother's intestate succession to her own children42. Previously she had, under the ius civi/e, no claim. The Praetor had admit-

20

berty evidently served this purpose, if often on a more generous interpretation than that
suggested by the law (see above, in the Introduction). Similarly, a ruling by Hadrian confirmed by Ca.racalla appears to have established fourteen years for females and eighteen
for m_alf=? as ~he_u~per limits for the state-sponsored programs, which Ulpian suggests
applying h:i privately sponsored ones where the benefactor has not specified an age but
referred to the onset of puberty (usque in pubertatem); Ulp. (2fideicomm.) D. 34.1.14.1.
Eligibllity for the state-sponsored programs is commonly assumed to have begun for
both sexes either at birth or at three years of age, by analogy with the privately sponsored ones. See the useful discussion in A. MAGIONCALDA, L'eta dei beneficiari nel/e Jondazianl' alimentari private per l'infanzla durante /'Alto /mpero1 In SDHJ 61 1995 327·64
41 • 'fl
.
•
I
I
,
.
S1gni 1cant _are the instances In which publicly and privately sponsored programs ··
existed together m the same town: S. MROZEK, Zu der kafserlichen und der privaten
Kinderfilrsarge in lta/ien im 2. und 3. Jh., in Klio 55, 1973, 281-4.
42
The standard discussion is M. MEINHART, Die Senatusconsulta Tertullianum und
Orfiuanum '.n ihrer Be~eutung fiir das klassische ri5mfsche Erbrecht, Graz-Bohlau Verlag
1967. Also 1mµ_ortant 1s J. F. GARDNER, Family and Familia in Raman Law and Life, OxfordOxford University Press 1998, 209-67. M. MEINHART, Die Datierung des sc Tertuflianum
mit Einem Beitrag zur Gaiusfarschung, in SZ 83, 1966, 100-4.1. defends the Hadr!anic date'.
Cf. Y. THOMAS, The Division of the Sexes in Raman Law, in A History of Women in the West
I (ed. P. Sd1mitt Pante!), Cambridge, MA-Harvard University Press 1992 (= La division des
sexes en draft ramain, In Htstofre des femmes en Occident, Paris-Pion 1991), 106-15, who
examines this SC, as well as the SC Orfitianum, from the perspective of gender parity and
- not surprls!ngly - finds this lacking. For further references see MCGINN, Prostitution cit.
109-13, upon which this brief account depends, and the notes below. Here, as with the
SC Orjitianum (below), the age of the "child" is irrelevant.
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ted her among heirs of the third grad_e, th: cognati, but she was ~.utranked by ~er
children's agnatic relatives, who qualified 111 the second grade as statutory herrs
or /egitimi. The SC granted her enhanced standing under the civil law, so that she
as now promoted to that second grade in the praetorian system, among the
:gitimi, meaning ahead of the cogn?ti. Only wome~ with the ius f!berorum were
eligible and they had to be widowed m orderto receive the benefit .
The SC Tertu/fianum has been convincingly explained as an effort to keep
property within a child's family of origin and pre~:nt its dispers~l either among
more distant relatives (favored under bath the c1v1l and praetorian rules of succession) or to a patron (if the woman were freed). The ultimate end was not so
much as to benefit the woman herself as to preserve the property for her surviving children, to whom the decedent child'.s estate - it was assumed - would pa_ss
when she died. One sign of this as the true concern is that, if the decedent child
himself had children (meaning sui heredes or liberi in the two sets of classifications), they excluded the mother. Another is the rationaie for the cr'.terion of the
ius /iberorum, which was not just honorific {in the sense of rewarding a woman
for producing so many children) but designed to heighten the chances that surviving children would succeed to the mother. In essence, she was granted a life
interest in an estate that had originally belonged to her decedent husband and
that she was expectei;J to transmit to her surviving children together with her
own property upon he~ death.
The SC is a statute that is in important ways obviously pursuant to the lex lulia et Pdpia but that takes a new direction as well. It borrows an important criterion of eligibility ofthe ius /iberorum from the Augustan law{s), defining this in
precisely the same way, meaning that three children qualified a freeborn woman, while four did so for a freedwoman 44 • Like its predecessor it deals with benefits upon succession, though with the important difference that while the Augustan legislation dealt only with succession under a will, the SC addresses intestate
succession. This s_uggests a concern with providing material support for children
below the level of the elite, but not too far below, in other words, at a level of
society where there was some property to transmit, so it was not aimed at the
utterly indigent45 • Presumably there was some overlap with the elements of so45
Children dying in potestate had no property for others to inherit, while ln the c~se
of decedent emancipati fathers were preferred to mothers: see Tit. Ulp. 26.8, with
MCGINN, Prostitution cit. 111.

"" PS 4.9.1, 7.
45

Of course, even among the elite there might be reasons why wills went unwritten
or - when written - failed, meaning we cannot exclude an intended application of the
provision for Intestacy also to this level of society. For a recent discussion, see J. F.
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ciety targeted by the contemporary alimentary programs. In fact, the SC
Tertu/lia~um appears not so much to seek to reconcile the goals of these programs with t!-Jose of the Augustan marriage law(s), which as we have seen were
already consonant with each other, but to broaden the means employed to pursue these same goals.
·
This argument seems borne out by an important development that took
place in the wake of the passage of the SC. The jurists before long extended the
privilege to mothers with illegitimate children. It is not as if illegitimacy and intestacy were utterly unknown among the upper classes, but their' lriddence no
doubt increased as one moved down the socla[ sca!e 45 • The intention of Hadri,m
and the jurists was that the material support contemplated by the law benefit
chlidren along as broad a social spectrum as possible. This was true to the extent
that even mothers who were prostitutes were allowed to qualify for the benefit
established by the SC. 47 ,
.

22

5. Senatusconsu!tum Orfltianum. - This statute, passed in AD 178 under
Marcus Aurelius and Commodus, built on the logic of the sc Tertul!ianum. Jt
granted a woman's children preference, under the civil law, In terms of intestate
succession to her estate. The SC accomplished this by raising them from the third
praetorian class (unde cognati), to the second (unde Jegitimi), just as Its predecessor did for mothers, but on a far more generous basis, ranking them above all
members of her famify, including her brothers, sisters, and other agnates. So, for
exampie, if a woman died intestate and was survived by a brother and a daughter, the brother (as nearest agnate) took the entire estate before the passage of
the SC Orfitianum, and her daughter took the entire estate after it. The mother
did not have to possess the ius liberorum, for obvious reasons.
The more liberal disposition of this SC illuminates the purpose behind it and ..
its predecessor, that of providing materia I support to as many children as possible across different social levels. Just as freedwomen received the benefit under

Gardner, Roman 'Horror' of Intestacy?, in A Companion to Families in the Greek and Roman Worlds (ed. B. Rawso1;J, Chichester, UK-Wiley-Blackwell 2011, 361-76. A similar
poin~~olds regarding illegitimacy, a subject that cannot be pursued here.
lul.-Ulp. D. 38.17.2.1 (Ulplan credits Juflan with this move). MEINHART; Die
Senatusconsulta cit. 40-1, 47 unpersuasively dates the change later; cf. GARDNER, Family
and FamHia cit. 256-7. illegitimate chlldren were supported by the imperial alimentary
foundation at Veleia, although in relatively small numbers; see CAO, Alimenta cit. 273.
Most scholars believe that the /ex lufia et Papia provided benefits only for parents of legitimate children, although thls principle was attenuated over time: see, for example,
ASTOLFI, La Lex lu/ia et Papfa cit. 31-2, 56-7, 313·6.
47
Ulp. D. 38.17.2.4, with MCGINN, Prostitution cit. 109-13.
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the SC Tertul/ianum, their children were eligible under its successor, and the ju6
rists here too extended eligibility to illegitimate children 4 • Modestinus observes
that all children are eligible for a mother's estate, even if they are the product of
different marriages, and Paul adds that even a child not sui iuris, that is, in
someone's potestas, is eliglble49 • So the child - ideally - benefits even if a father
survives the mother, "ideally" in the sense that the father was expected to
transmit the property in question to the child upon his own death. Once again a
·benefit to a child is implicated in a benefit to a parent. One is struck by the general irrelevance of patria potestas (and man us) under this statute.
To the factors of intestacy, illegitimacy, and freed status as possible indicators of an intended reach below the level of the elite, all of which this SC had in
common with its predecessor, at least as both statutes were understood by the
jurists, we may add a peculiar feature of the SC Orjitianum. The law excluded as
beneficiaries those who had hired out their services to fight wild beasts and
50
those who had been condemned on a·capital ·charge • The exclusion of the
beast-fighter was perhaps accompanied by the exclusion of other professional
types as well, such as prostitutes and pimps51• Ulpian shows that the prohibition
was relaxed, evidently by imperiai intervent!on, but its original inclusion in the
statute suggests a wide social spectrum had in fact been contemplated as its tar~

n

6. The Edictum Carbonianum and Similar Measures - Aggressive assertion
of the material interests of children at law as a matter of public pollcy was not
limited to measures that can be defined as pursuant·to the lex /ulia ·et Papia.
That the jurists could and did take such a broad approach is shown by the following comment of the second-century jurist Pomponius on the interest of the
community as a whole in dowries: ''The legal institution of the dowry is always
and everywhere of the greatest importance. For It ls in the public interest that
dowries be preserved for women, since for the procreation of offspring and the
replenishment of the community with children it is emphatically necessary that
women have dowries" 52 , The important point is that the jurist does not cite the
53
Augustan legislation itself, but the public policy that th ls advanced •

an Ulp. 0. 38.17.1 pr.-2.
49
Mod. D. 38.17.4; Paul. D. 38.17.6 pr.
· so Ulp. D. 38.17.1.6..
51
MCGINN, Prostitution cit.111.
52 Pomp. (15 ad Sabinum) D. 24.3,1: "Dotlum causa semper et ubique praecipua est:

nam et publice interest dotes mulieribus conservari, cum dotatas esse feminas ad subo·
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My argument, again, is that wh!le the favorable treatment of children predates the law(s), this approach received in their wake an important vafidation
w~ose effects w_e ca,n t~ace on the level of policymaking. A good example is the
Ed1ctum Carbomanum, In part because this is strictly undatable. Most scholars
assign this ~revision of the Praetor's Edict to the late Republic on speculative
grounds, while the datable evfdence we have for its elaboration, beginning with
a reference to the Augustan Jurist Labeo, comes after the passage of at least the
54
first Augustan marriage law • Rather than tendentiously dating the provision to
this period, I thfnk lt better to leave the question open.
The Edictum Carbonianum granted a particularly defined mode of bonorum
possessio (under any of the three basic categories, meaning contra tabu!as, sine
ta~ulis, and eve~, though perhaps not from the start, secundum tabu!as) to a
mmor whose claim to rank among the liberi (as defined by this measure) of a dece~sent ~ater fami/ias was impugned, and who had not been. validly disinherited . !his grant of bonorum possessio was deslgned to safeguard the property in
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question against dissipation, to provide material support for the chifd and to
avoid prejudice to the latter's pursuit of h.is or her interests at law 56•
'
Such impugning of a minor's claim to the succession amounted of course to
an attack on his or her status as a legltimate heir to the decedent so that the
~rocedura/ questions surrounding the proof of this status were of paramount
importance. lt was from an early date routine, and at all times possible, to defer

lem procreandam replendamque liberis civitatem maxime sit necessarJum." See also
Paul. D. 23.3.2.
s, On the aggressive pro-dowry policy, prompted precisely by the Augustan mar~·
~!age legislation'.. in _general, see no;"' J. F. STAGL, Favor Dotis: Die Privi/egierung der Mitgift
1m Sy:,_tem desmmrschen Rechts, V1enna-Biihlau Verlag 2009.
On __the £dictum Corbonianum see now 5. SEGNAUN1, L'editto Corboniono, NaplesJovene _E~n:are 2007; 5. SEGNAUN:, Sui rapportitra /'editto Carboniano ed i tre tipi Jondamentalt d1 bonorum possessio, in Index 36, 2008, 127-5, who {tentatively) dates this later
than most scholars, to 62. BC (L'editto Corbonfono cit. 197-200). For the reference to
labeo, see Labeo-Ner. D: 37.10.9. ·
·

On bonorum possessfa, the possession of an estate granted by the Praetor to
someone whose claim to it he recognizes, see FRIER and MCGINN, Casebook cit. 329. For
the status
of ml nor at law, see the Introduction to this chapter.
H
See Scaev. D. 5.220. One particular advantage enJoyed by the minor was that In
the determination of status, provided a guaranty was offered he or she played the role
of defendant, meanlng that the burden of proof fell on the ad~ersary impugning that status: SEGNALINI, L'editta Carboniano cit.174.
ss
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the mica~"deration of the issue of status in order, above all, better to enable
~
nor to defend his or her interests as an adult, even as a youndg _adul~ ·Th d .fl d
Ulpian reports an important innovation made by Ha nan: ... e er 1e
the
Ha d rian also laid down ln a rescript as follows: 'With regard to the fact that
f ·
issue is typically postponed until adulthood, this is done in the interest o minor
wards, 50 that they not suffer risk to their status before they can defend t~emselves. But if they have suitable persons to protect them and a case tha~ is s~
ready for trial that it is to their advantage that it be heard promptly, an_o their
tutores are willing to litigate the matter, a measure that has been devised to
benefit minor wards ought not to be turned to their disadvantage, and their status ought notto be left uncertain .at the point when it can be rendered free from
doubtJll58 •
In this same passage, Ulpian recites a series of factors encouraging a prompt
consideration of the issue of status: if it is deferred, witnesses might change
their tune, die, or lose credibility before being heard {he expresses a particular
concern that the midwife and female slaves involved with the child's birth might
be getting on in years); documents are already available making a clear case on
behalf of the minor; if the minor has not been able to exclude his or her adversaries from possession of the estate by giving security, they might degrade its
value during a potenti?lly lengthy postponement. His rather casual introduction
of Hadrian 1 s rescript belies its Importance, which is guaranteed by the Emperor's
own words. What this measure did was to take the pollcy goal behind this regime, that of protecting the child's best interests, and refine it further, so that
the Praetor no longer simply as_sumed that it was an advan_tage to delay resolution of the status-question, but was prepared to evaluate whether expediting it
would better serve this aim.
The text is important evidence for a policy of protecting the best interests of
the child that is especially prominent in the legislation of the second-century
emperors. It is far from an isolated Instance, even within the scope of Hadrian's
own policymaking. Worth noting is that in cases involving the invocation of the

:,1 On the question of a connection between postponement and the minor's ability
ta defend his or her interests, see Ulp. D. 37.10.1.11; next note.
58
Ulp. {41 od edietum) D. 37.10.3.5: " ... divus etiam Hadrianus ita rescrips!t. 'Quod
ln tempus pubertltis res differrl solet, pupillorum causa fit, ne de statu pend1tentur,
antequam se tueri posslnt. ceterum si idoneos habeant, a quibus defendantur, ~t t_a'.11
expeditam c:ausam, ut ipsorum Intersit mature de ea iudicari, et tutores eorum 1Ud1c10
experiri volunt; non debet adversus pupillos observari, quad pro ipsls excogitatum est,
et pend ere status eorum, cum lam poss it lndubltatus esse."'
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Edictum Carbonianum the paterJamili as was as a rule deceased 59, so that its goal
was at botto_rn the protection of the status and pmperty of full or half orphans.
Here there . 1s an obvious connection with the purpose of the Hadrianic sc
Tertullianum.

·

·

·

This same Emperor extended, through rescript, the regime of the Edictum
60
• This extension took its pface beside another
means of protecting the interests of an unborn child that had been available at
least since the late Republic, the Praetor's assignment of a missio in
possessionem of decedent's property, upon the 'application of an expectant
~other, ei~her to the mother-to-be herself or to the unborn child and (advisably
rn the first instance, certainly in the second) his appointment of a curator ventris
61
to safeguard the latter's interests • The requirements were, first, that the woman be pregnant both at the time of the death of the notional pater Jami!ias and
at the time the application was made. Next, it was necessary that the child wlien
born enjoy status as a suus heres to the decedent and not have been validly disinherited,
or that at minimum there be uncertainty over one or both of these
02
matters • When, as in the typlca! case, the responsibilities of the curator ventris
extended to property, these were, according to Ulpian, tantamount to those enjoyed by curatores and tutores pupillorum, in terms of the level of responsibllfty

Carbonianu.m to unborn children

26

59

_

See, however, Ulp. D. j7.10.1.4 for an exception.
_
Ulp. D. 37.9.1.14; Ulp. D. 43-4.3.3. A. TORRENT, lntervenciones de Adriano en el
edieto 'ordinatum' por Juliano {En tema de bonorum possesslo Carboniana), in AHDE 54,
1984, 163-77 argues that the measure came after Julian's revision of the Edict. On postumi, seeY. THOMAS, Le 'ventre': Corps maternel, droit paternel, in Le Genre Humain 14,
19~6, 211-223; F. LAMBERT!, Stud! sui postumi nel!'esperienza giuridica romana J, Naples~·
Jovene 1996; F. LAMBERTI, Studi sui postumi ne//'esperienza gluridica roniana II MilanGitiffre 2001; (more. broadly on the suus heres) Y. Tl·IOMAS, L'enfant anartre et /';,heritfer
sien": Sujet de pauvoir et sujet de vie en droit romain, in Anna/es (HSS) 62.1 2007 · esp.
50

31-37.

1

,

61

Servius-Ulp. D. 37.9.1.24-5 shows that these remedies were known to the Republican Jurl~ Serv. Sulpicius Rufus. Although miss/a in possessionem might refer simply to
~he techrncal means by which bonarum possessio was acquired, Jt might also signify a
1ower level of protection ·of the holder's Interest in the property in question that is
mere detention, as evidently here: see SEGNALINI, L'editto Carboniano cit. 128-3; for th~
distinction (S. argues persuasively that the banorum possess/a ex Ed/eta Carboniana did
not allow for usur::opfo).
£Z ~Ip. D. 37.9.1.1-5. At birth the child would be eliglble for bonorum possess/a: lul.Ulp. D. j7.9.1.11-12, Ulp. D. 37.9.6, 7 pr. The woman did not have to be a widow mean1
ing that the children of divorcees were eligible: Ulp. D. 37.9.1.10, 16.
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(officium), if not their legally recogf1ized authority63 , In particular, he furnished
food, drink, cfoth[ng, and shelter .to the.,,expectant mother on a standard consistent with the financial resources (fdcultates) of the decedent husband and the
social rank (dignitas) enjoyed by both him and his wife54. Gaius summarizes these details with a reference to the responsibility of the curator to provide her with
afimenta, for the benefit of the unborn child, as he emphasizes 65 •
Ulpian, following on his reference to Hadrian's extension of the Edictum
carbonianum, makes an important programmatic statement: "And, in general,
we do not doubt that the Praetor ought to come to the aid of an unborn child for
the same reasons upon which he has been accustomed to act on behalf of a child
already born, and the more readily, since the sltuation of an unborn child is more
worthy of preferential treatment than that of one already born. For the unborn
child receives preferential treatment so that he or she sees the light of day, the
child already born so that he or she is placed in the appropriate agnatic kinship
group (familia). So the' unborn child ought to receive maintenance, since he or
she is born ndt only for the benefit of the·ascendant maie to whom he or she is
66
alleged to belong but also for"the'community" •
Solicitude for the interests of unborn children is manifested in other areas of
the law as we![ Yet another provision of the Praetor's Edict~ the Edictum De
inspiciendo ventre, esl;pblished procedures for inspection of a widow claiming to
be pregnant and for surveillance of the circumstances surrounding her pregnancy and giving birth 67• These rules were set in motion at her initiative and were
designed to protect her child's claim to a share of her decedent husband's estate
5
3. Ulp. D. 37.9.1.22; d., however, Hermogenlan. D. 26.7.48, with M. P. BACCARI, Curator ventris tra storia e attualitii, in Annoli 2001 (ed. G. Giacobbe), Turin-Giapplchelll
Editore 2002, 66.
04
Ulp. D. 37.9.1.19, showing that a broad social range was contemplated, certainly
by his time.
65
Galus D. 37.9.5.
66
Ulp. (41 ad ed/ctum) D. 37 ..9.1.15: "Et generaliter ex quibus causis Carbonianam
bonorum possessionem puero praetor dare solftus est, ex hlsdem causls ventri quoque
subvenlre praetorem debere non dubitamus, eo facll1us, quad favorabilior est causa partus quam pueri: partui enim In hocfavetur, ut in lucem producatur, puero, ut in famillam
lnducatur: partus enlm lste alendus est, qui et si non solum parenti, cuius esse dicitur,
verum etiam rei publicae nascitur."
67
These are often confused In the modern scholarship wtth the provisions for the
missia in possession em and the cura ventrls: BACCARI, Curator ventris cit. 58-9. The other
interested parties might decline to respond to a widow's notice of her pregnancy so that
inspection and surveillance did not follow, even as these other provisions did, or the inspection and surveillance might occur in the absence of missio and cura.
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art from the issue of support, at least for unborn children (below), none of
: \(\'/- ·t~ese measures effectively diminished his right to treat his children as he wished,
·.. ·.::·.. : including disinheriting them. in other words they did not create c set of universal
rights for children born or unborn, but only some recourse for those born into
families with material cssets to which they had a notional claim 73 • 'For us, the
main polnt of interest is the extent to which they recognized an interest of the
child in these matters, an interest that emerges here as something at least potentially distinct from those of immediate family members.
, . It is hardly the case, of course, that a father's legally recognized discretion
~ver his children was unlimited. For one thing, he had obligations imposed upon
him, not least that of providing material support to his children. In origin it mattered for this purpose that they were in his potestas7 4. This duty was eventually
rendered reciprocal, meaning that children with means might be r€quired to
support a needy father, and extended to other relatives, including mothers 75 • A
father's responsibility to his children, eventually emancipated children as well as
those remaining in his power, remained primary, however.
Though thls obligation has been argued to date from the very early Principate75, most scholars view it as arfsing in the mid-second century77 . While differ-

•
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.
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A. Rousselle et al.). Brussels-Editions Com lex
ece antique et a Rame (eds.
Rome as a City of Fathers rseco d G p e 2005 (== Fathers of Citizens of Rome
Family l (eds. A. Burguiere L"t al n) C enbru1ryd BC - ~econd Century ADJ, In A History of th;
· ·
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- ·, am r ge-Pohty Press 1998 - A .,
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oire de la famil/e I, Paris. · .- ·, m
'
w om 1am not m complete agreement.

73
See more generaUy F. LAMBERTI, Concepimento e nascita nell'esperienza giuridica
romana: Visua/i antiche ; dlstorsioni moderne, in Serto iuridica. Scritti dedicati da/la Focolta di Giurisprudenza a Francesco Gre/le I (eds. F. LAMBERTI et al.}. Napoli-Edizioni Scientlfiche ltallane 2011, 303-64.
74
DE FRANCESCO, Giudizio alimentare cit. 94.
75
On the situation for siblings, see recently J. M. ALBURQUERQUE, La prestac/6n de
o/imentos en derecho romono y su proyecci6n en el derecho actual, Madrid-Dykinson, S.L.
2010, 291-305; J. M. ALBURQUERQUE, Posiciones romonfsticos en torno de la solidaridad
natural y jurfdica de lo prestoci6n de a/imentos entre hermanos, in Revista Jurfdieo do
FA7 7.1, 2010 ("' Temas de direito privado: Uma homenagem oo professor Agerson
Tobosa}, 369-79, and for the rather different one prevailing for spouses, see V.
HAlBWACHS, Non enim donat, qui necessariis oneribus succurrit: Oberlegungen zum
Verha/tnis van Schenkungsverbot und Unterholtsleistungen zwischen Ehepartnern, in
Fundamlna 16.1, 2010 {= Ubellus ad Thomasium: Essays in Roman Law, Roman-Dutch
Law and Legal History in Honour of Phillp J. Thomas), 130-41.
76 M. G. Zoz, In tema di obbligazioni allmentan~ in B/DR 3 12, 1970, 324-5; Zoz OE
BIASlo, Alfmenti dt. 596-7 draws a connection with the lex Aelia Sentia of AD 4, whlch imposed a duty on patrons to support freedpe.rsons. Similarly, J. M. ALBURQUERQUE, Notas,
conjeturas e ind/dos previos a la regulad6n de Antonino Pio y Marco Aurelio acerca de la
prestaci6n de alimentos en derecho- romano, in Anuario da Facultade de Dereito do Universidade do Coruiia 10, 2006, 9-32; ALBURQUERQUE, La prestaci6n de a/imentos cit. 13368. On the duty of patrons regarding freedpersons, and vice-versa, see now M. G. Zoz,
Rapport/ di patronato: La interpretazione giurisprudenzia/e in tema di alimenti, In Studi
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80

e~t explanations are possible, I offer the following. The SC Plancfanum, whether
this_ was pass:'d under Vespasian or Trajan (to_ name the two most likely candidates), established the duty to provide support for an unborn child Jn case of divorce, ~hile establishing pro~edures to confirm paternity. So it evidently built on
elements of the Praetor's Edict regarding the unborn children of widows name!~, the rules f~r t~e missio in possessionem and cura ventris. Following ; provis10nal determmat1on of paternity, the child had to be maintained by the pre78
su~ed father until a definitive judgment could be made • Hadrian extended the
regime of the SC Plancianum in some form to widows through a provision of the
Edict (de inspiciendo ventre) and then, through another SC, applied these same
rules to cases where the marriage was still in plcice.
lt is unclear whether the obligcition of support originally extended beyond
th_e birth o!the child. This seems possible, but at any rate it is a logical extension,
whenever 1t was made. Under Hadrian, perhaps, or at the latest under Antoninus
Pius, th~ ~bligation that w~s evldently originally grounded in the duties of a pater fam1fws blossoms, bemg rendered reciprocal (where both parties were
among the already born and still living,.of course) as well as extended to a range
of blood relationships79 • It thus made into a legal duty (the ius afimentorum)

what had Jong been a. moral obligation and social expectation
.

•

In the end, pa-

triapotestas played at most a minor role.

.
.
..
.
So we see that a right to support, to a/imenta, m add1t1on to the ways m
which it might be created privately, sue~ as through contractual agreement or by
t t mentclry bequest, also came to be recognized more broadly, thanks to state
Ba
n
·
intervention, as a matter of public policy . Much as with the cura ventns, m~terial support meant the provision of expenses for food, drink, clothing, and snelter at minimurn62 • Concern with the provision of such support ls entirely con. ~ent with the development of the alimentary programs discussed above and
515
83
·1d .
may even have been inspired in part by them . Here the Interest of the chi 1s
defined in a manner at least potentially distinct from those of other members
of
84
the famlly. Certainly both policies reached below the level of the elite •

7. Tutela. - Provision for the maintenance of minor children without a pater Jamilias, meaning one lost through death or emancipation, was also made
through the institution of guardianship, or tutefa
na DE FRANCESCO, II diritto aglT alimenti

55
•

The powers and responsibili-

cit. 52, 62; CENTOLA, A propasito def contenuto

iiel/'obblfgazfone a/£mentare cit. 173.
m see CENTOLA, A prCJfasito de/ contenuto del/'obbligoziane a/imentare cit. 170-1.
62 See Ulp. D. 253.12; Paul. D. 37.10.6.5 with zoz, In tema di obblfgazioni alimentarf
cit. 354-5; CENTOLA, A proposito def cantenuto de/l'obbligazione alimentare clt. 178-95,

30

In onore dl Antonino Metro VI, {ed. C. Russo RUGGERI), Milan-Giuffre Editore 2010 539-

~~

,

n
.
. . There !s some disagreement even here over whether the obligation arose under
H~d~1an or later: see A. A. SCHILLER, Alimenta in the Sententiae Hadrian!, rn Studi In on ore
d1 ~tuseppe Grosso IV, Turin-Giapplchelli Editore 1971, 400-15; A. DE FRANCESCO If dfrltto
agh ailment/ tra ~en~t~rl e f!gll: Un'lp~tesi r/castruttiva, in Labeo 47, 2001, 38-42, 49-50;
DE FRANCESCO, Gwd;z10 alimentare cit. 118-27; CENTOLA, A proposfto def contenuto
dell'obb/fgazione alimentare cit. 174-5, with literature.
78
DE FRANCESCO, Giudizia alimentare cit. 134-5 persuasively insists on the distinction
between the provisional and definitive determinations of paternity. The stakes were high
in the latter case, since such Judgments could not be reversed even when made in error:
see :· A. J. McGtNN, Communication and the Capability Problem in Roman Law: Au/us
Ge/bus ~s lu~ex and the Jurists on Child-Custody, RIDA3. 57, 2010, 283. See also Zoz, In
tema d1 obbflgazioni alimentari cit. 333·4; J. EVANS GRLIBllS, Children and Divorce fn Roman
Law, In Hoping for Continuity: Childhood, Education and Death In Antiquity and the Middle Aies (eds. I<. MuSTAKALUo, et al.), Rome-lnstitutum Roman um Finlandiae 2010, 40.
' See SCHILLER, Allmenta In the Sententiae Hadrlani cit.; DE FRANCESCO, Giudizio a[imentare cit. 94. Here, obviously, the eligibility (and liability) of a child for support did not

depend on h1s or her age.

who argue that expenses for education came to be required as well, even if not technically qualifying as "alimenta". It seems the resources available to the person obligated
played a role in determining the degree· of llablllty: ALBURQUERQVE, La prestacf6n de
alimentos cit. 191-7. The alimentary programs discussed above provided diverse ievels of
support that were in some cases (particularly the state-sponsored ones) rudimentary:
DUNCAN-JONES, Tile Economy cit. 144-5, 302-3.
83 A broad construction of the roots of this concern seems supported by the legislation of Marcus Aurelius protecting the interests of recipients of testamentary bequests
of alimenta: see F. AaCARIA, Oratio Marci: Giurisdizione e processo nella normozione di
Marco Aurelio, Turin-Giappichelli Edltore 2003, 194-8.
84 Fo~the ailmentary programs, see above. For the policy on material support of relations, see SALLIB, Patriarchy, Property and Death cit. 126-7; EVANS GRUBBS, Children and
Divorce clt. 42; J. EVANS GRUBBS, Promoting Pi etas Through Roman Law, In A Companion to
Families in the Greek and Roman Worlds (ed. B. Rawson), Chlchester, Ul<-Wiley-Blackwell
2011, 383, who argue persuasively that these rules were applied to persons of sub-elite
status.

85 What follows Is especially summary and selectlve; in part It depends on the brief
synthesis in T. A. J. McGINN, s.v. Tutela, in Enydopedia of Andent History {eds. R.S.
BAGNAU et al.), Hoboken-Wiley-Blackwell 2013, 6890-5892. For the definition of a mlnor

at law see the introduction to this article.
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ties of tutores were extensive. Managing the ward's estate meant maintaining
not only the financial well-being but also, indirectly, the welfare of the ward. Jn
principle, the tutor enjoyed the status of an owner of the property in question,
and his authorization was required for the ward to become obligated on a contract or to alienate property. This still left some scope for action on the part of
children in tutelage, at least those deemed of sufficient age (in later Jaw certainly, this meant seven years and older}. For the tutor, however, there wa; a palpable downside to wielding so much authority. Tutores could be compelled to take
up their role by a public official and were liable if they failed to do so. Acting as
the guardian of a minor child might itself entail liability under one or more headings if the tutor acted fraudulently or simply without due care. In this way the institution was, in the view of many scholars, transformed in important respects
from a means to protect the interests of the agnatic kinship group to one of
safeguarding the interests of the ward.
All the same, we find traces of the latter concern as early as the Twelve Tables [ca. 450 BC), which punished fraudulent behavior by tutores86 • These two
goals, it is worth pointing out, are not necessarily in confflct with each other. This
argument is supported by the fact that a later raw, the lex Atilia (traditional date:
210 BC), allowed minors (and women), at least older ones, if no agnatic or testamentary guardian were avaffable, to approach the relevant public officials in
order to request, and even to nominate, a tutar8 7• This is a frank recognition that
a ward had interests to safeguard, even if thes~ were not as privfleged as they
appear to have been in later periods 88•
Another element in .this trend is the just-mentioned compulsion by public
officials of reluctant tutores. The first no~ice we have of this practice dates to the
9
reign of Claudiusa • This does not mean that recalcitrant guardians were entirely
unknown before this time or that they were especially numerous at that point.
We should in any case resist the temptation to postulate,. in the complete absence of evidence, similar norms for the period preceding Claudius, and instead
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Twelve Tables 8.9 In M. H. CRAWFORD, Roman Statutes II, London-Institute of Clas-

sical Studies 1996, 688-689.
87
See D. NORR, Zur Pafingenesle der romischen Varmundschaftsgesetze, in SZ 118,
2001, esp. 67-9. Such tutores were assimilated by the same statute to agnatic guardians
(tutares legitimi): NORR, Zur Pafingenesie cit. 52.
BS
The argument ls further supported by the fact that the basic demographic conditions that created so many half and fu!! orphans among minors did not change from a
very early period: see SALLER, Patriarchy, Property and Death cit. 12-69, 181-203;
SCHEIDEL, Demography cit. 33-42.
89
Suet. Claud. 23.2; Inst. 1.20.3.
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accept this development as the first sign of a concern that was to receive fuller
expression in the century that followed 90 •
There is an important double edge to this development. On the one hand
we find in legislation and juristic pronouncements from this period exactly what
we would expect: increasing emphasis on serving the best interests of the
childn. At the same time a darker theme emerges. There is first a growing mass
of statutes and juristic commentary, representing a body of rules so numerous
and complex that the pursuit of policy has been argued to threaten the loglcal
coherence of the law92• Second, a modest conclusion may be drawn about the
social context of these rules. In the teeth of the dominant ideology, not all were
evidently able or willing to live up to their responsibilities. This consideration
holds for at least some of the issues raised above. For example, in a perfect
world, or even one marked by a less than extravagant degree of familial harmony, would it really be necessary to resort to the legal authorit!es to compel close
relatives to provide material support for each other?
8. A New Model for Patria Potestas. - The second century l\D witnessed developments in law conducive. to the favorable treatment of children that were
perhaps less directly related to their material welfare but still very. much connected with their well-being. The most obvious examples concern a series of
~
limitations placed on the exercise of patrja potestas. Two changes to the· law,
both evidently innovations of Antoninus Pius, are worth mentioning. Under certain circumstances, a paterJamili.as might be denied custody of a child in favor of
the mother following a divorce93 • The pater fami!ias also saw limits placed by
the same Emperor upon his right to break up his daughter's happy marriage 94 •
The Jurists were not slow to take their cue from. these developments. Indeed, it fs likely that they played a role in their formulation. One text provides
fairly explicit confirmation of how closely the jurists tracked, and contributed to,
the development of imperial policy in this area: "The deified Trajan forced a fa90
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So rightly insists NiiRR, Zur Pa!ingenesie cit. 20, 25-6, 32, 53-8, 69.
The legislation of Marcus Aurelius on tutela merits emphasis: see, for example,
ARCARIA, Oratlo Marci cit 206-14.
2
" See NORR, Zur Palingenesie cit. 23.
"EVANS GRUBBS, Children and Divorce cit. 38 Is right to argue that this was an innovation of Plus'; see also McGINN, Communication and the Capability Problem clt. 280-1.
sq See J. EVANS GRUBBS, Parent-Child Conflict in the Roman Family: The Evidence of the
Cade of Justinian, in The Romon Family in the Empire: Rome, Italy, and Beyond (ed. M.
GEORGE), Oxford-Oxford University Press 2005, 112-22 for the later history of the {new)
rule, on which see MCGINN, Communication and the Capability Problem cit. 281-2, with
. llteratu re.
91
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ther who was mistreating his son in defiance of pietas to emancipate him. After
t.he subsequent death of this son, the father was claiming eligibility for bona rum
possessio (i.e., of the decedent son's property) on the ground that he had emancipated him, but on the recommend.ation of Neratius Priscus and Arista this was
denied because he had been compelled to release the·son from his potestas" 95 •
. The jurists devised a system of temporary custody that could be invoked
whenever a possibly false claim of patria potestas - or a possibly false contestation thereof - threatened a child's well-being. This is desc~ibed by Ulpian in a
passage in which .he invokes the authority of Julian; the Praetor will hear the
case immediately or defer consideration until the time of puberty/majority
based at bottom on considerations of the child's best interests 96 • With this holding we see a concern to privllege the interests of the child whose status is in dispute over those of either lit[gant.
.
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The overafl trend is clear and is rendered even clearer, and at the same time
perhaps more complicated, by a passage from the Severan Jurist Marcian. This
reports an ear!rer case involving what from remote times was regarded as an essential element of patria potestas, the power of life and death {vitae necisque
pote~ta~): "Whil~ hu~tlng,a ma!l h.ad killed his son, who {at the time} was conducting ari fflkit affafr With his stepmother; The deified Hadrian is said to have
exiled him to an island, b~cause in kllling him he used more a brigand's right
than a father's. For a father's power (patria potestas) ought to be founded upon
97
pietas, not cruelty" • As is obvious, this case concerns an adult child but to
judge from the other available-evidence, the principle would evidently ~pply to
95

Aristo-Ner.-Pap. (11 quaestionum) D. 37.12.5: "Divus Traianus filiurn, quern pater
male contra pletatem adficlebat, coegit emandpare. quo postea defuncto, pater ut
manumissor. bonorum possesslonem slbi competere dlcebat: sed consilio Neratil Prise!
et Aristonls. ei propter .necessitatem solvendae <potestatis> denegata est." . My' preference for Grotius' suggestlon of potestatis ls not a strong one; If anything; the ms. 'reading
pietotis makes the point even .more sharply. For a discussion of the passage, see A. M.
RABELLO, Effetti personal! de/la patria potestos /: Daile origin! al per/ado deg// Antonini,
Milan-Giuffre 1.979, 156-7, 237-9, who polnts out that the decision unites representatives of the Sabinian and Proculian schools. On Arlsto and Neratius, see KUNKEL, Herkunft
und saz/ale Ste/lung cit 141-5.
·
.
%
.
lul.-Ulp. (71 ad edic::tum) D. 43.30.3.4. Discussion in MCGINN, Communication and
the Capability Problem cit. 279-98.
97
Marci. (14 inst.) D. 48.9.5: "Divus Hadrianus fertur, cum ln venatione flllum suum
quidam necaverat, qui novercam adulterabat, in insulam eum deportasse, quad latronis
magls quam patris iure eum lnterfedt: nam patria potestas In pietate debet, non atrocitate consistere." On this text, see A. TORRENT, Patria potestas In pietate non atrocitate
consistere debet, index 35, 2.007, 159-74.
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both juvenile and adult children-in-power, to all but infants, in fact. In other
words, as far as we are able to tell, the killing of children not infants was a rare
phenomenon, mainly associated wfth early Rome, prior to the emergence of a
contemporary historical record in the late third century Be"".
So what was new, if anything, about Hadrian's intervention? ! think it useful
to ·draw a distlnction between theory and practice. The already existing constraints on the latter are manifested here above all by the fact that the father ev. idently thought it necessary to conceal his exercise of the vftae necisque
potestas, that Is, it seems that he used the occasion of the hunt to make the
son's death look accidental. If anything, such limitations would have been more
keenly felt in the wake of this decision_ But Hadrian's real contribution was perhaps on the level of ideology, which is of course not to deny that this too would
have resonated in lived experience. By lfnking the exercise of the "power of life
and death" with the core family value of pietas, along with Its intimations of devotion and duty, and perhaps even reclproclty, Hadrian recast this vital aspect of
patria potestas to the point of redefinition 99 • As a consequence, he rendered re98

See the evidence and discussion at FRIER and MCGINN, Casebook cit 191-210. On
the killing of infants by patresfamilias, see B; SHAW, Raising and Killing Children: Two
Roman Myths, Mnemosr,ne ?4, 2.001, 57-77,wha goes further than I belleve many would
In denying an historlcal b'asis to the vitae necisque potestas. For an imaginative, if unpersuasive, reconstruction of the evidence, see Y. THOMAS, Vitae necisque potestas: Lepere,
la cite, Ia mort, In Du chiJtiment dans la cite: Supp/ices corporels et peine de mart dans le
monde antique {Table ronde organisee par /'Ecole franfaise de Rome avec le concours du
Centre national de la recherche scientiftque, Rome, 9-11 novembre 1982}, Rome-Ecole
francalse de Rome 1984 (= Collection de !'Ecole franfaise de Rome 79), 499-548. See also
Y. T~oMAS; Remarques sur la jurldictio~ domestique aRome, in Parente et strategies familiales dans /'Antiquite romalne: Actes de la table ronde des 2-4 oetobre 2-41986 (eds. J.
ANOREAU AND Ii. BRUHNs), Rome-Ecole fran~aise de Rome 1990 {= Coliectlon de l'Ecoie
franr;.alse de Rome 129), 449-474. For a brief synthesis, see L. CAPOGRossl CoLOGNESI, patrla potesta {diritto romuno), in ED 32, 1982, 242.-243.
99
It seems far from unlikely that Hadrian is here building on the holding of Trajan
reported in Aristo-Ner.-Pap. D. 37.125 {discussed above), in the sense that he decides a
pater fami!ias incapable. of respecting the obligations Imposed by pietas ought not to
benefit from his status as such .. At the same time, the outcome is broadly consistent
with the prindple of a "meritocracy ofvlrtue" that animates the Augustan marriage legislation itself, under which soclal status is ideally consonant with moral merit: see MCGINN,
Prostitution cit. 80-84. Entitlement to potestas and its privileges was not to be taken for
granted, il point reflected in another Hadrianic enactment, an edict In whtch he lays
down that when a petition of a non-Roman for citizenship for himself and his children is
granted, thfs does not_ automatically entail that the latter are to be placed under his
potestas; insteild this might only occur pursuant to a separate, case-by-case decision of
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sort.to it not only impractical but virtually inconceivable regarding any chifdren
but infants. In th_ls, his relationship to the policy of Augustus is complex, if only
~ecause that policy was itself complex, as for example even a brief contemplati_on of th€ ius occidendi will suggest1° 0 • All the same, it would be an error, in my
~1ew, to ass~me th-at Hadrian's holding was so much at variance with popular attitudes that rt threatened to undermine the goals of the /ex /ufia et Papia1 01•
The _ufti~at: significance of this move is perhaps suggested, if not guaran~eed, by its Citation on the part of the Severan judst Marcian. For support we can
mvoke a comment by the jurist Paul, Marcia n's contemporary, who makes the
casua[ observation of suf heredes that it was possible ta disinherit them since
after all, it had on·ce been possible to kill them 102• One may well ask whether thi~

th~ ~mperor, that is, when he, after examining the facts in each instance, concludes that
this ,s In their best Interests, a decision that requires all the more care and precision
when th~y are mln~rs and not present: Gaius 1.93. See the discussion in RABELLO, Ejfetti
perso~ah
de!fa patna. potestas cit. 242-6, and befow for an important reservation about
Rabel10 1s views.
100
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At the risk o~ some oversimplification, one might dafm that the "right of staying"
granted under certain carefully defined circumstances to the husbands and fathers of
~dulterous wom~n,_ (r~}ass:rts the ideology of the vitae necfsque p'otestas while placfng
rt under severe hm,tatmns ,n practice: sees. TREGGIARI, Roman Marriage: rustJ Coniuges
from the Time of Cicero to the TTme of Ulp!an, Oxford-Oxford University Press 1991 282~; McGIN~, Prostitution cit. 2D2-:7.·At the same time, there is a ceitaln leveraging ~f the
ideology (as well as some practica[ Hmitations) to be seen in Augustus' actions as recorded in1~.{n. C/em.1.15-16, With FRIER and MCGINN, Casebook clt.196-B.
. No source adverts to this point, but there is an obvious inconsistency between
rewa_rd1~g ~arents for raising ch!ldren and allowing them to kill them. In this sense (rather md1recr at best), the tempering of the vitae necisque potestos falls In line with tfie
goals of the lex lulia et Papia. For an example of a direct Impact of the legislation on the
exer:ise of patria potestas, we have the report of Marclan (D. 23.2.19) that the Jex /ulia,
that 1s, the lex lulla de. maritandis ordinibus, as supplemented by ,m enactment of Severus and Caracalla, compelled patres Jamilias to a How their children-in-power to marry
and provide dowries where relevant, when they wrongfully refused to do so. The jurist
equa},iis refusaf to arrapge a marriage with refusal of permission under the statute.
. Pa~J. (2 ad Sabinum) D. 28.2.11:... itaque post mortem patris non hereditatem
perop:re videntur, sed magls liberam bonorum administration em consequuntur. hac ex
causa hcet non s!nt heredes instituti, domini sunt: nee obstat, quod llcet eos exheredare,
quod et occidere licebat. ("Therefore, after the death of the father, they [the sui
heredesJ are not regarded as acquiring an lnhe"ritance; instead, they Uust) att.iin unobstructed ~ow_er to dispose over their property. For this reason, even though they have
n~~ bee~ mst1tuted ~s heirs, they are owners. Nor is it an objection that Jt ls permitted to
d1smhent them, for 1t was also (once) permitted to km them."). This is consistent, I be-
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eant as an expression of nostalgia or irony, but I think the point regarding
1s m
.
.
• II
. I 103
the state of the vitae necrsque potestas m fate dass1ca aw 1s c ear ..
It is important to recognize that the Antonine and Severan penods do not
resent any sort of Golden Age for Roman children. Patresfamilias retained
re~ers to discipline their children physically short of killing them without evi104
~:nt in:terference from the state • Children were still exposed to corporal pun. hment in connection with their education. Many were no doubt vulnerable ,to
IS
.
.
10s
sexual and other forms of physical abuse, and not Just from authonty figures
Even on the levef of law it is important to place our modest results within a context that acknowledges that the interests of parents and children were not inevitably {or perhaps even typically) perceived as antagonistic to each other. Being a
parent at Rome was a status, and one moreover exalted by custom, law, and the
lived experience of social life. So fathers did not lose ground on every front, as
we can see from the law of property and that of obfigations where the pater
.
d ton.d e h"gh106
fami/ias continue
1
•
•
The trend that I have identified, a favoring of children by the legal authonties that precedes the Augustan marriage leg1slation but that is considerably empowered by these laws, should be viewed perhaps not as a grand evolutionary
process but as a direction or tendency1°7 , rn which the tension between the in37

lieve with the stateme~~ (perhaps attributable to Paul himself) In the context of rules
disc~ssed above that "The person who denies material support ls regarded ...as kilfing..• unborn or newly born chHd" [Necare videtur... partum ...qui alimonia denegat):
Paul. (2 sent.) D. 25.3.4 = PS 2.24.10.
103
See also Ulp. (2 adult.) D. 48.8.2 with FRfER and McGINN, Casebook cit. 199-201.
104
This is perhaps adequate in itself to cast doubt on the thesis of Yan Tho:_:1as t~a_t
patria potestas served as no more than a mechanism for succession: THOMAS, the D1v:slon of the Sexes in Raman Law cit. 90-116 (if I understand him correctly, he holds this
was true from an early period).
105
See for example c. l.AES, Children in the Roman Empire: Outsiders Within, Cambridge- Cambridge University Press 2011, ll.2-77.
.
106
See P. Voa, Storia de/la patria potestas do Augusto a Dior:leziano, in P. Voci, Stud1
di diritto romana II, Padua-CEDAM 1985 (== Jura 31, 1980, 37-100), 460. The peculium
castrense, introduced by Augustus, is an important exception, but stlll very much one
that proves the rule.
.
7
1G Here I must take my departure from the position of RABELLO, Effett/ persana/1
de/la patria potestas cit. 245-6, 254 (and of the authorities he cites}, who sees a "continua processo evo!utlvo" at work, as patria potestas evaived under the Prindpate into
an Institution "protective" of children. His thesis ls, to be sure, superior to that of Pietro
Bonfunte, lnfluential as this was for much of the twentieth century, which views the institution of patria potestas as something more static and monofithic than the sources allow.
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terests of parents and those of children, among other things, was addressed a
number of times without ever being entirely resoived 10n. To take just one examP.!e, the new recognition in the mid~second century of rights to support by close
relatives, the fus alimentorum, emphasized their reciprocal nature in a manner
that reached ~elow the _level cif the elite. Just a~ parents were required to support needy children; children were supposed to support indigent parents. Of
course where there was no potential conflict of interests in play, or these were
thought to align, those of children might be given more emphasis. Worth emphasizi~~ is these conflicts were evidently rendered more manageable by the
probab1l1ty that the vast majority of the adult Roman population did not have a
living paterJami/ias 109•
There are some cautions that should be raised in this connection, especially
!n taking note of the implications of the fact that while the conception I have adva~ced in this article of the "reception" of the Augustan marriage.legislation is
~elib_er~tely broad, that of their "effectiveness" ls relatively narrow, being limited m large part to the sphere of elite male opinion, and, indeed, only certain
sectors of this.
-

38
·,-.--

One might object that other statutes ought to be taken into account. Certainly,· my treatment is not_i11tended to be exhaustive.. To cite an example of
w0ere enquiry. might fruitfully proceed, there is the· /ex /unia. Vella ea of AD 26,
whfsh a.ffered the possibility of designating as heirs or disinheriting children born
after the writing of a will but before the death of a will-maker as well as grandchildren who became sui heredes {for example, through the death of a father) in
this110
same period, with the goal of preventing the failure of an otherwise valid
wl/1 • This might not seem like promising material for the present purpose, but
lDB -
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ror ILerary an ega evidence oflntergenerational tension one may consult the
works on vitae necisque patestas cited above: Y. THOMAS, Vitae necisque.potestas cit.;
~HOMAS, Remarques sur la juridiction domestique cit.; SHAW, Raising and Kiiiing Children
cit. Also us~ful are G. ~OBRANo, Pater et fillus eadem persona: Per'lo. studio de/la patria
potestas, Mrlan-Gluffre 1984 {largely legal evidence); SALLER, Patriarchy, Property and
Death cit. esp. 102-153; EVANS GRUBBS, Promoting Pietas cit. (largely legal evidence).
Most of the literary evidence is earlier In date, though this does not utterly rob it of usefulness .. The rhetorical sources In partlcufar (such as the declamatfons·ascrlbed to Quintillan) offer a rlch vein of material for understanding socla! conflicts of this kind even if
the legal
details do not always accurately reflect Roman Jaw
'
109
For the argument, see SAU.ER, Patriarchy, Property and Death cit.12-69· SCHEIDEL
Demography cit. 38-4-2. It Is widely accepted among social historians, but m~re ofte~
than ~ot overlooked by legal hlstorians. A near exceptlon is THOMAS, The Division of the
SexeSJi Roman Law cit. 93, who misstates Sailer's more general argument.
Afirm foundation is offered by LAMBERTI, Stud! su! postumi II cit. esp.137-162.
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a few considerations argue in its favor. It has been observed thatTtberian comitial legislation in general both takes up matters in the priv:te (~':" thi:lt s~ow
01 po1tt1cai motives,
,
•
.
•
prece d ents in Augustus' legislative program, not least out
and deals with various specific issues of personal status11-. One might argue tnat
the two points should be fused, certainly for the lex Junia Veflaea, in the sense
that Ttberius, precisely as did his predecessor in his so-called "social" or "moral"
le,,.islatlon not least the /ex Tulia et Papia, was here concerned precisely with the
D
I
=
issue of status-maintenance .
The point comes into focus ifwe consider the aims of the Jex lunia Ve!laea.
Francesca Lamberti offers three plausible, if admittedly speculative, posslbilities11·3. One is that the state benefited from unclaimed bequests, bona caduca,
under the Augustan marriage legislation, which regulated testamentary succession and so had an interest in not seeing wills fail with consequent default to the
rule; on intestacy. Another is that the state had a similar interest under the Augustan /ex tulici de vicesima hereditatium, where even lf, as some scholars believe, the tax applled cin intestacy, the exemption provided for close relatives
(the precise range for these Is uncertain) under the law would have cut into revenue114. The third is that Tiberius had specifically dynastic motives, meaning that
he wanted the law to help guarantee his own arrangements for succession in a
context where a descendant predeceased him and he was not able or did not
wish to rewrite his will:
_
To these l would suggest appending an equally speculative and I trust equally plausible possibility, namely, that the Tiberian statute responded to a concern
with the failure of wills for technfcal reasons that threatened to undermine the
moral and demographic goals of the Augustan marriage legislation. Not only
were the last wishes of wlll-makers, even if fully in compliance with the laws
(meaning that they were attempting to ieave their property to their abundant,
legitimate offspring), placed in Jeopardy, _but, perhaps even more disquieting,
the eligibility of_ potential recipients themselves in full compliance might be
compromised by an eventuality over which they had no control. What was the
point of obeying the law if one could lose an important benefit through no fault
of one's own? There- need not have been many such instances of this problem
before the Emperor and his legal advisers were roused to action.
- Even if this argument is accepted, a broader challenge remains, especially as
we move further away in time from Augustus and in the direction of the various

&

111
2
1.1
113

m

LAMBERTI, Studi sui posturnl I! cit. 146-149.
For this aspect of Augustan-legislation, see MCGINN, Something Old cit.
LAMBERTI, Studi sui postumi II cit.149-154.
On the possible range(s) for the exemption, see MCGINN, Something Old cit. 7-8.
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legal regimes -discussed above. The reigns of Augustus and Tiberius, Nerva and
Trajan, Hadrian, Pius, and Marcus Aurelius, not to speak of the Severans, show
important differences between them when considered in social, political, and
even economic terms so that, as I think I have demonstrated in some measure, it
is hardly to be simply assumed that a legislative Initiative of the first Emperor is
going to have the same resonance for all of his successors. One need only look
to the transformation ofthe·Augustan legacy under Trajan for an illustration. In
different ways, the sec Tertuffianum and Oifitianum make the same pofnt. Here
we begin to see the outline of an answer to the question of how the Jex /ulia et
Papia, itself a reaction to particular circumstances at the end of the Republic and
the beginning of the Princlpate, continued to exert such a strong influence fn the
overlapplng areas of fdeology and law for many years afterward. It is interesting
to note in this connection that it was evidently the intention of the first Emperor
to have had an enduring impact on posterity through his Jaws, as the following
famous passage from the Res Gestae suggests:

Res Gestae 8.5: Legibus novis me auetore /atis mufta exempfa maiorum exo/escentia iam ex nostro saecu!o reduxi et ipse muftarum rerum exempla imitanda
posteris tradidi.
40

Through new laws passed at my instance l reintroduced many exemplary
pra_ctices o~ our an~estors that were by now in our time on the wane and / myseJr handea down to our descendants exemplary practices of many kinds for
their imitation.
•
This Janus-like characterization of his legislation as looking both forward and
backward is a hallmark of Augustus' political message 115• It has a particular s_ignlficance for the marriage legislation in that In this case the exemp{a taken from
the ancestors and the exempfa passed on to posterity are ideally meant to be the
same. We can acknowledge that Augustus transformed .the legacy of the Republic in appropriating it {in part of course) through legislation just as his successors
transformed his legacy in a similar fashion. The lex /Ufia et Papia is hardly an isolated instance of a law that acquires new meaning in its elaboration and application in altered circumstances and overtime, let alone in its influence over subse. quent positive enactments. What does not fail to impress is the remarkable continuity in the face of such change, a continuity above all of purpose, that lent the
Augustan statutes themselves considerable legitlmacy and helps explain their
115

See MCG!NN, Something Old c:it. 3-4.
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broad popularity. The marriage laws managed to remain something old and
something new for a very long arc of time.
This is not to deny that more needs to be done, especially as we begin to examine the question of effectiveness more broadly, above all in light of assumptions held by some historians about economic crisis and demographic decline.
Was the work of emperors and jurists able to counter such long-term trends, if it
Is correct to assume that they did exist? In any case, what might the impact of
an event such as the Antonine plague have been upon the development of the
legal rules regarding children? Can we draw a line, for example, between the
plague's impact on mortality rates and the contents of a measure such as the SC
Orfitianum? Is there a causal relationship between this event, with its evidently
profound demographic consequences, and what appears to be a heightened
concern with the interests of unborn and illegitimate children in its wake? Similar questions might be posed in relation to some of the various legal regimes we
have examined, such as the ius a!imentorum and the vitae necisque potestas,
both of which, in terms of the elaboration and application of their rules, in my
view show, despite the great differences between them, the increasing influence
ofan ideal of a reciprocal moral duty, above all, between parents and children.
. . The weight of the evidence argues against a straight-line evolutionary pro\ess in which the tensions alluded to above were on the way to being completely
resolved. So I would atgue that it is rash to regard the SC Orfitianum as the inevitable corollary of the SC Tertullianum, filfing in the picture of a foreordained
transformation in the Roman conception of the family116• If such a narrative had
merit it would be good to !<now for one thing why it took forty years or more for
the proverbial other shoe to drop. It is preferable instead to view these enactments as part of an ongoing engagement on the part of the legal authorities with
the perpetual challenge of ensuring the orderly transfer of property from parents to children while encouraging the former to raise as many of the latter as
possible.
If it is safe to conclude that some of these developments took shape against
a sudden, severe, demographic shock, with its attendant economic disruption117,
us This idea has a certain currency among both social and legal historians: see just
S. DIXON, The Roman Mother, Norman, OK-University of Oklahoma Press 1988, 53-54;
THOMAS, The Division of the Sexes in Romon Law cit_ 106-103, 114.
7
u Y. Zelener, Smallpox and the Disintegration of the Roman Ewnomy After 165 AD,

Columbia University, argues that the Antonine plague was smallpox, caused as
much as a 25% reduction in the population of the Empire in the decades that followed its
Introduction, and led to a gradual, though In the end profound, disruption of the economy. I submitthatitwould have required much lessthanthis level of impact to influence
Diss.
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then we have a strong argument against the notion, favored by some scholars, of
an evolution in law tracking at some remove an evolution in social relations. l
hasten to point out that, even if we accept the premise of such a dramatic demographic event, we cannot assume that the political and legal authorities were
inevltably inclined henceforth merely to favor the interests of children over parents, given the risk that the latter might as a consequence be discouraged from
rearing more of the former. Nor was it a matter of a straightforward balancing
of interests in the development of rules. We would also expect to find considerations of equity set against doctrinal concerns, and thls in the context of an ideology that is perhaps better described in principle as "pro-childrearing'' rather
than as sim'ply as "pro-child", even If a number of its applications in specific circumstances more closely approximate the latter.
Another opportunity for reflection over the question of "effectiveness" ls offered by the consideration of what might have happened when any set of rules
devised by emperors and jurists intersected with the character and personality
of individual Romans. Some fathers took a highly aggressive approach to their
role as patres fami!ias, to the point of being condemned by the authorities, such
as we find with the father punished by Hadrian for killing his son (evidently} under the pretext of a hunting accident, a case discusseed above. On the other
hand, there were undo_ubtedly those who might-not have been quite up to exercising the c~nsiderable discretion that the law continued to grant them even after signfficant constraints had been placed on the exercise of the vitae necisque
potestas.
An interesting manifestation of this sort of challenge can be read from a
constitution of Alexander Severus dating to 227n8 • Here a father makes a complaint about his son, who, it seems, has failed to display the pietas owed a father, and yet the Emperor seems almost equally frustrated with the apparent
non-assertiveness of the father himself. It would be a mistake, l would argue, to
view the latter's behavior as somehow inevitably tied to the constraints on patria potestas that we have discussed. Some_ fathers were going to be weak and
ineffective no matter how much power the law gave them. It fs worth observing
that overly aggressive fathers mlght also be regarded as weak and ineffectual, at
least from the perspective of the political and legal authorities.
None of these factors necessarily means that patria potestas was in a state
of dedine, as has been argued119, but it was certainly being transformed, not
decisions of the political and legal authorities regarding cl1ildren. On the plague, see
now the essays in L'impatto de/la peste antonina (ed. E. Lo CAsc1ol, Bari-Edlpuglia 2012.
118
Alex. Sev. c 8.46.3 (227), on which see FRIER and MCGINN, Casebook cit. 202-3:
119
This -does not mean that all scholars who postulate a decline understand this
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phenomenon in precisely the same way. One may usefully contrast ~he opinio~s of D.
Dau be, Roman Law: Ungufstic, Social and Philosophical Aspects. •Edinburgh-Edinburgh
Unlvers1'ty press 195n
"'' 75-91, who views the insitttution as essentially dysfunctional .for
much of the classical period but argues that it was kept as a status-marker for the elite,
and A. WATSON, society and Legal Change2 , Philadelphia-Temple Univ_ersity Press 2001,
23-30 who also sees it as dysfunctional, but easily and commonly evaded through resort
'
.
(
• 11 \
to emanc:ipatio (formally and practically) and the pecu/1um pract1ca Y,·
1w for subsequent developments Jn the social, economlc, and legal realms, see A.
Arjava, Paternal Power in Late Antiquity, JRS 88, 1998, 147-165.

